This is a great Holiday game that you can as individuals or play on teams with all
your Holiday guests. Plus it lets you include those who are not with you, but are in
your thoughts!! Think Family Feud and Who Wants To Be A Millionaire..take parts
of both and you have this game! This is great for after dinner fun at Thanksgiving,
entertainment at a Holiday party or for your Holiday dinner!
Frequent visitors to Celebration Ideas Online.com gave me their answers to 18
questions. I sorted through the responses and tallied the top 5 answers for each
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1. Select a Host or Emcee
2. Divide into teams
3. The host will then give the first person on the team the question. The questions
are attached.. Just cut them up. The answer key for the emcee is also included.
4. To WIN your question.. You must get all 5 answers. . Each player on the team is
allowed one attempt to guess one of the 5 answers. Three misses and you are
done. However, before you hand the question over to the other team.. You can
relay it to a friend or family member who is not with you.. Give them a call or a
text ~ Kind of like the Millionaire lifeline! They get the missing answers, your
team WINS! They are allowed 2 misses. Continue this for all members of each
team.
5. For every question you win.. You get a point! ( Points can be $1 bills or
Instant lottery tickets or give poker chips or pennies)! There are 2 BONUS
questions. If you get all answers PLUS the bonus answer correct.. You get double
points. Game ends when everyone has answered one question or all questions
have been used. There are 18 questions in total.
6 Each team tallies their total points and that team wins the Grand Prize! If you
have visited my site, you know I LOVE to make t-shirts for winners. But you could
also award an extra batch of instant lottery tickets or a Grand Cash Prize to be split
between the teams or individuals that have most points.
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